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LANCE W. SMALL 
Department of Mathematics, University of California, Berkeley, California 
In a letter to the author, Dr. J. C. Robson has produced a counterexample 
to Theorem 2.27 of [2]. The error in the proof occurs in Corollary 2.25. 
It was assumed there that N(Q(R))i n R = N(R)i, i > 2. This is not 
true. This error affects only Theorem 2.27; the other results of the paper 
remain true without change. 
In this note we present a revised version of Theorem 2.27 in the hope 
that it will atone for the error in the original. The notation and definitions 
of [2] remain in force here. 
Let R be a Goldie ring with L(R) its Levitzki radical and define 
Tk = Z(I~(R)~) nL(R) as in Definition 2.6. Again let R, = R/T, . 
DEFINITION. R is a T-Goldie ring if: 
(1) L(R) is nilpotent and 
(2) R, is a Goldie ring for all integers k. 
We remark that ifL(R) = N(R) has index of nilpotence t, then N(R) = T,-, 
and R/N(R) is a semi-prime Goldie ring if R is a T-Goldie ring. If R is 
T-Goldie, thenL(R,) = N(R,) since T,CN(R) =L(R) andL(R,) =L(R)/T,. 
Until further notice, assume R is a T-Goldie ring. Recall the following. 
DEFINITION. R is said to satisfy the regularity condition if a + N(R) 
regular in R/N(R) implies a is regular in R. 
If R satisfies the regularity condition, then the set M = {a E R 1 a + N(R) 
is regular in R/N(R)} consists of regular elements. We will show that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a ring A to possess an Artinian quotient 
ring is that A be a T-Goldie ring satisfying the regularity condition. We 
first show that a ring with these properties does, in fact, possess such a 
quotient ring. It is not hard to see that Theorem 2.10 and the arguments 
preceding it apply to T-Goldie rings; we made use only of the facts that R, 
had no infinite direct sums and Rk/N(Rk) M R/N(R). Thus, we have 
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THEOREM A. If R is a T-Goldie ring satisfying the regularity condition, 
then RM exists. 
We now show that Ii, is Artinian and, hence, RM = Q(R). For con- 
venience, let S = RIM. 
LEMMA. (1) L(S) = N(R)S which is nilpot& and contains all nil left 
and right ideals of S. Thus, L(S) = N(S). 
(2) N(S)” = N(R)‘9 = (N(S) n R)“S, for n = 1,2 ,... . 
(3) T,SnR=T,,fork=1,2 ,.... 
(4) T,S is a two-sided ideal of S and SIT,S M (RJM; , where 
M,* = {a + Tk 1 a EM} consists of regular elements. 
Proof. (1) and (2): Lemmas 2.20 and 2.21 carry over with obvious 
modifications (X E N(R)S ’ im pl ies x = ac-l, a E N(R) and c E M, for example). 
(3): Clearly T, C T,$ n R. Suppose x = ac-r E TkS n R. Of course, 
we may take a E Tk. x E N(R) as TkS n R C N(R)S n R = N(R). We now 
show that x E l(N(R)“). xN(S)lc = xN(R)%’ = a&SN(R)%S = aN(R)V = 0 
since a E Z(N(R)k). But N(R)” C N(S)k, so x E Z(N(R)k). Hence, 
x E Z(N(R)k) n N(R) = T, . 
(4): Suppose am E Tk, where m E M; then a E T,J n R = TI, . Now 
suppose ef -I E T,S and bd-l E S. We assert that bd-lef -l E T,S. Now 
d-le = uv-l. Cross multiplying we find du = ev E Tk (as e may be taken 
in Tfi). But this means duN(R)k = 0 and, hence, uN(R)le = 0 as d E M. 
Thus, u E Z(N(R)“). Finally, u E N(R) since du E N(R) and d E M. Hence, 
T,S is a two-sided ideal of S. 
Now if a E M, then a + TI, is regular in R, . This follows immediately from 
the previous paragraph. The map &.(am-l + T,S) = (a + T,)(m + T&l 
is the required isomorphism, since (R/T&,; exists by Asano’s theorem. 
THEOREM B. S is Artinian; hence S = Q(R). 
Proof, We construct a composition series for S. S/N(S) M Q(R/N(R)) 
since R/N(R) is a semi-prime Goldie ring and every regular element is the 
image of a regular element in R. Thus, S/N(S) is semi-simple Artinian. 
Since SIT,S w (R,JMI+, S/T,S has no infinite direct sums of right ideals. 
In particular, then, TK+$‘/TkS as an S-module has no infinite direct sums 
of submodules. Now Tk+lN(R) C T,, so that T,+,SN(S) = Th+lN(R)S C TkS. 
Thus, Tk+J/TkS may be considered as an S/N(S)-module which has no 
infinite direct sums of submodules. Hence, S/N(S), the T,,,SIT,S, and 
T, S each have composition series [(T, S) N(S) = 0] which, when lumped 
together, provide one for S. 
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Let us establish that, if R has an Artinian quotient ring S, then R is 
a T-Goldie ring satisfying the regularity condition. 
First, Lemma 2.24 applies without change. Thus, R is a Goldie ring such 
that L(R) is nilpotent. The isomorphism of Theorem 1.11 also applies since 
Part (2) of Theorem 1.9 only required that S/N(S) be a semi-prime Goldie 
ring, which is certainly our case. Therefore, S/N(S) M Q(R/N(R)). By 
Goldie’s theorem, then R/N(R) . IS a so 1 a Goldie ring; the regularity condition 
now follows from the proof of Theorem 2.12. All that remains is to establish 
that R/T, , k = 1, 2 ,..., is also Goldie. This follows from the Lemma, since 
we have now established the regularity condition. For, by Part (4), 
(R&M; - N SjTkS, which is Artinian and the total quotient ring of R, . 
When all the pieces are put together, we get 
THEOREM C. The ring R has an Artinian quotient ring if and only if R 
is a T-Goldie ring satisfying the regularity condition. 
Aside from the obvious advantage of being true, this last theorem is 
more satisfactory than the one “proved” in [2], since the condition on the 
regular elements is the same as the one for the Noetherian case. The coun- 
terexample to the original theorem of the author and still another charac- 
terization of orders in Artinian rings appears in Dr. Robson’s paper [I]. 
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